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A Note from Our President

Dear friends,

our inaugural Singapore University of Social Sciences (SUSS) annual 
giving report is a tribute to your kindness and generosity to the university. 
the pages in this publication strive to showcase how you have positively 
impacted the lives of our students and our community at large.

among the organisations and individuals featured here are those who have 
already created constructive ripples in the lives of others. Dr Daljeet Singh’s 
donation is helping adult learners who were unable to pursue their education 
in their youth due to financial difficulties. their plight mirrors what his 
father went through. organisations like gic are providing assistance and 
encouraging recipients to serve as mentors to underprivileged children as a 
way of giving back to the community.

at SUSS, we interpret the social sciences in our education in a broad way 
– having a concern with the development and well-being of community and 
society and the individuals therein, and developing this social concern in all 
our students no matter what their discipline.

We believe that it is our role, together with your help, to guide students to 
discover how they can make a positive impact on society, regardless of their 
chosen field. across all disciplines, we strive to lay a strong foundation of 
social awareness, understanding and inclination. We hope SUSS students 
and alumni will not only excel academically, but also carry with them a 
spirit of caring for others. this social consciousness is what we regard as 
a horizontal skill that applies to our students across all disciplines, and is 
essential to our mission of nurturing learners to serve and lead our society.

We cannot do this alone. We covet strong and meaningful partnerships 
with likeminded people and organisations and those who will join their 
time, effort and resources with ours. your support allows us to deepen our 
strength in the social sciences, to advance our cause and to put into action 
this concern for those in need.

once again, thank you for believing in us. We are happy to be a part of your 
life, and we are grateful that you are a part of ours and our students’.

Professor Cheong Hee Kiat
President
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To all our donors, thank 
you for giving.

By giving, you have 
enabled education.

And that is a priceless gift.

And when they complete their 
journey with us, equipped and 
eagerly serving society, they will 
have you to thank for it. 

Every gift is an opportunity 
for our students to learn, to 
experience, to excel.  

Full-TimE STudEnTS

PArT-TimE STudEnTS

•  GiC Sparks & Smiles Award 
for Service-learning and community engagement programmes

•  nexia TS Public Accounting Corporation Financial Scholarship 
for Bachelor of accountancy students

•  Private Equity Scholarship  
for Bachelor of accountancy and Bachelor of Science in finance 
students

•  Service-learning Grant  
supported by Binjaitree

•  Singapore leong Khay Huay Kuan Award

•  Wong lan Eng Study Grant

•  BATi Study Award & Overseas Study Trip Award 
for Bachelor of arts in translation and interpretation students

•  CA-Practice Study Grant 
for Bachelor of accountancy students

•  Cortina Watch Study Award 
for Bachelor of arts in translation and interpretation students

•  dhinakaran Bursary & merit Award 
for Bachelor of tamil language & literature students 

•  irene Tan liang Kheng Scholarship 
for Bachelor of laws and Juris Doctor programme students

•  Justice Choor Singh Study Award for law 
for Bachelor of laws and Juris Doctor programme students

•  mapletree Study Grant

•  Patrick H m loh Study Grant

•  rSm | Stone Forest Study Grant  
for Bachelor of accountancy students

•  Sant Singh Study Award  
for Bachelor of laws and Juris Doctor programme students

•  Tun Tan Cheng lock Bursary & merit Award 
for Bachelor of Malay language & literature students

•  Vincent & Jeanne Chua Study Grant

•  Yangzheng Foundation Study Award

*information is correct as at 31 December 2018.

2018

2017

2016

$3,586,140

$632,947

$876,800

90 
Donors

39 institutions

51 individuals}

1,028 431 42%

financial aid 

applications received

students awarded support rate

}

}

36 
Donors

42 
Donors
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These are some of the lives 
that you have touched.

“finances at home are tight as both 

my parents suffer from chronic 

health conditions. receiving 

financial aid has helped me focus 

on my studies without worrying 

about school fees. it has also 

served as a form of encouragement 

for me to do better. i am grateful 

to all the donors as their gifts have 

helped not only me, but many other 

students as well. Because children 

have a special place in my heart, i 

hope that someday, i will be able 

to make a difference in their lives 

through financial and emotional 

support too.”

AnjAni D/o RAmRup
24  |  cohort of 2017

Bachelor of Human resource Management

Mapletree Study grant

“to me, education represents 

an opportunity to unlock one’s 

potential. While SUSS makes 

university education more inclusive, 

donors have helped made it 

more accessible. i have benefited 

immensely because the scholarship 

i received had both financial aid 

and an internship offer. i am glad 

that i decided to take up the 

internship as the exposure and 

learning opportunities that came 

with it helped me develop new 

perspectives.”

tAn ShenG YAo
27  |  cohort of 2014

Bachelor of accountancy

private equity Scholarship, iSca Silver award, 
Deloitte & touche llp achievement award in 

accounting theory & practice

“Having been unable to secure a 

job for several years, the idea of 

reskilling myself for a mid-career 

switch was financially out of reach. 

i would not have been able to afford 

a university education if not for 

the financial aid i received at SUSS. 

i try to give back to society by 

actively participating in volunteer 

work. Upon graduation, i hope to 

build a career in clinical psychology 

and serve the community through 

my choice of profession.”

michAel leonG
57  |  cohort of 2016

Bachelor of arts in psychology with Sociology

Mapletree Study grant
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“With my father out of the picture, my sister and i relied 

on my mother’s hard work and the kindness of two aunts 

to get through school. as i progressed in my education 

journey, i did not want to burden my family further and 

started taking on part-time jobs. receiving financial aid 

is a huge relief for me. it has also helped me realise how 

lucky i am to receive an education and made me more 

motivated to give my 100% in school.”

vAleRie Yee
22  |  cohort of 2015

Bachelor of Human resource Management

gic Sparks & Smiles award

“it is challenging to juggle work, 

studies, and family commitments 

but, as a teacher myself, i know the 

importance of education. receiving 

an award for my academic 

achievements is, to me, recognition 

of my hard work and motivation 

to do even better in the future. 

the faculty at SUSS is passionate, 

helpful, and ever-ready to guide 

learners. i hope to emulate these 

qualities so that i can help my 

own students reach their fullest 

potential too.”

nuR ASSYikin Binti mohAmAD lAiS
28  |  cohort of 2015

Bachelor of arts in Malay language & literature

tun tan cheng lock Merit award

“thank you for giving me the 

chance to work towards my dream 

of becoming a primary school 

teacher. receiving aid has relieved 

my family’s financial strain and 

eased its mental weight on me, 

allowing me to fully focus on my 

studies. after completing my 

course, i hope to apply to the 

national institute of education to 

be trained as an educator.”

muhAmmAD AzhAR Bin huSni
25  |  cohort of 2017

Bachelor of arts in english with Sociology

Mapletree Study grant

8 9



Recipients of the GIC 

Sparks & Smiles Award 

invest time in 

community service to 

develop themselves and 

contribute to society.   
Photo: GIC
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Sparking Change 
through ServiCe

GIC, Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund, seeks to inspire and 
enable youths in Singapore to play a positive and active role 
in their communities and grow in confidence and leadership 
skills while doing so. It achieves this through the GIC Sparks 
& Smiles programme, which combines financial support 
with a community service element. 

Sparks awardees commit to at least 25 hours of community 
service during which they get exposure to a range of 
experiences, skills and opportunities to enable them 
to volunteer and give their time in a way that makes a 
difference to the community. In this way, the value of Sparks 
is multiplied. this is fully aligned with the SUSS experience, 
where service-learning and community engagement is a 
graduating requirement. 

SUSS students have benefited from the GIC Sparks & Smiles 
Award since the programme’s launch in 2015.

Community service can take many forms, including mentoring and tutoring 

children.   Photo: GIC

GIC Sparks & Smiles was launched in 

2015 as a leadership and community 

engagement programme by 

Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund.

giC SparkS & 
SmileS award

$160,000
gift

Established in 2015 
with 8 recipients 

a year

Enhanced from 
2019 to 12 

recipients a year



Mr Tan Hsuan Heng, 

nephew and executor of 

Madam Irene Tan’s 

estate, remembers his 

aunt as a generous and 

selfless giver
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“  My aunt, Madam Irene Tan Liang Kheng, was known for her 
gentleness and love towards her husband, family, and friends. In 
her later years, she became active with charity work. She gave 
generously even while battling cancer and meticulously planned 
her will to ensure that the legacy of giving would carry on even 
after her passing.” 

  Mr Tan HSUan Heng, nepHew and execUTor of MadaM Irene Tan’S eSTaTe

“Nurturing young people by increasing their access 
to education is the best investment we can make to 
shape our collective future, and the best legacy we can 
leave behind for the next generation.” 

The late Madam Irene Tan (pictured) shared her husband Mr ong Tiong Tat 

and their trusted friend Mr Koh choon Joo’s belief in the power of education. 

pHoTo: Mr Tan HSUan Heng

A LegAcy of gIvIng
people tend to underestimate the impact that a single act 
of kindness can have on a community but, through the 
establishment of the Irene Tan liang Kheng Scholarship 
for SUSS School of law students, Mr Tan Hsuan Heng has 
already set in motion a ripple that is poised to reach far 
beyond the law fraternity. 

as nephew and executor of his aunt’s estate, Mr Tan 
explained that the decision to support competent, ethical, 
and compassionate law students in their studies was made 
in hopes that they would pay it forward after graduation 
by helping families in need of legal aid. This, he believes, is 
how we can create a culture of gratefulness, kindness and 
charity, and cultivate a society that cares for others.

Up to 2 recipients each 
year from Bachelor of 
Laws and Juris Doctor 

programmes

Irene TAn 
LIAng Kheng 
SchoLArShIp

$2,000,000
gift

Established in 2018
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Commemorating  
Courage and Compassion
the late Justice choor Singh rose through the ranks from a solicitor’s clerk 
to a Supreme court Judge, studying for the Bar in his 30s while juggling full-
time employment and raising a young family. His son, Dr Daljeet Singh Sidhu, 
remembers it to be a challenging time. 

“My father held a day job from 8 to 5. after an early dinner, he would study until 
the wee hours of the morning and we children had to be quiet. there was no 
boisterous playing that young children like to do, and certainly no holidays and 
toys because we could not afford them,” he said. 

Understanding Justice choor Singh’s passion for law, penchant for helping 
others, and the challenges he had to surmount to complete his law studies, Dr 
Singh decided to establish an award in his honour. He chose SUSS School of law, 
which focuses on criminal and family law for mid-career students, as a way of 
carrying forward his father’s legacy. Justice choor Singh passed away in 2009 
at the age of 98.

“  i wanted to find a way to commemorate my 
father’s memory and encourage working adults to 
pursue education even if they could not afford to 
do so in their youth. When i came to know that 
suss was introducing criminal and family law 
education for mid-career students, i realised that 
this mirrored what my father went through. if such 
an award had existed during his time, it would 
have eased his burden tremendously.” 

 Dr DalJeet SingH SiDHU

“  my father always thought of law as a noble 
profession as it seeks to solve problems fairly and 
justly. He had a strong sense of justice and the 
courage to stand his ground. He was also a staunch 
sikh who believed in the fundamental tenets of sikh 
philosophy—earning an honest living through hard 
work, sharing and caring for others through giving, 
and keeping god in mind. through this award, i hope 
to keep his memory alive.” 

  Dr DalJeet SingH SiDHU, Son of tHe late JUStice cHoor SingH 
(pictUreD, SeconD froM left), on How HiS faMily’S gift to SUSS waS 
MotivateD By HiS fatHer’S BeliefS anD valUeS

JustiCe CHoor 
singH study 

aWard
$200,000

gift

Established in 2018 Up to 2 recipients each 
year from Bachelor of 
Laws and Juris Doctor 

programmes

Justice choor Singh (above, 

second from left), served as a 

Supreme court Judge from 1963 

to 1980. He is remembered as a 

meticulously fair and firm man 

with a strong sense of justice and a 

healthy passion for sports. 
pHotoS: Dr DalJeet SingH SiDHU



Mr S. Devendran 

(standing) and Mr K.C. 

Vijayan led fundraising 

efforts to honour the 

late Mr K.V. Veloo with a 

gift to SUSS
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“  From my conversations with K.V. Veloo in his final months, I got 
the sense that he looked forward to continuity for his work and 
recognition from his peers. I believe he would have been 
pleased to know that his friends and family rallied together to 
establish two book prizes for aspiring social workers as a 
tribute to him and his life’s work.” 

  MR K.C. VIJAYAN, LIFELONG FRIEND OF THE LATE MR K.V. VELOO

A LIFE OF SERVICE
When social work pioneer Mr K.V. Veloo passed away 
in 2018, a close circle of friends and family, including his 
grandnephew Mr S. Devendran and lifelong friend Mr K.C. 
Vijayan, discussed how to honour him. The idea of raising 
funds to establish two book prizes in his name was mooted 
and met with enthusiasm. In three short months, they raised 
over $50,000 thanks to donors like former Nominated MP 
Laurence Wee, veteran civil servant Benny Lim, Singapore 
Anti-Narcotics Association (SANA) former president Baey 
Lian Peck, and Dr R. Theyvendran, Chairman of Stamford 
Media International.

“Through the book prizes, I hope young social workers will 
learn about, and from, my grand-uncle. He may have walked 
the ground in a different time with different challenges, but 
the same principles still apply,” said Mr Devendran, pointing 
to Mr Veloo’s strong work ethic, deep empathy, and cool-
headed rationalism.

Mr Veloo dedicated nearly 50 years of his life to social 
work. In that time, he helped to shape policies in areas such 
as prison welfare, drug rehabilitation, and eldercare, and 
shone the light on community-based rehabilitation for ex-
offenders. He once said, “[As a social worker] I touch lives, 
bridge gulfs, heal rifts, and build bonds.” Even now, after his 
passing, he continues to touch lives through the book prizes 
that bear his name.

The late Mr Veloo is pictured here (fourth from left) with Mother Teresa 

when she visited the former Woodlands Home for the Aged in 1987.

PHOTO: MR S. DEVENDRAN

K.V. VELOO BOOK PRIZES 
IN REHABILITATION 

& CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
SYSTEMS AND SOCIAL 
POLICY & PLANNING $50,000

gift by over 25 donors 

Established in 2018 Awarded to top 2 
Social Work students 

each year



Lorong Koo Chye 

Sheng Hong Temple 

has been welcoming 

worshippers since 1917.   

PHoTo: Lorong Koo CHye 

SHeng Hong TemPLe 

ASSoCiATion
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“  Ageing is a real issue today. While we are doing our part by 
building a nursing home for the elderly, we also recognise 
that it is important for Singapore to have good eldercare 
talent. Through our gift, we hope to nurture a gerontologist 
who will serve society, contribute to the nation, and help 
people in need.” 

  mr Ling Kin HUAT, firST viCe CHAirmAn of Lorong Koo CHye SHeng Hong 
TemPLe ASSoCiATion

ShAring  
UniverSAl love

every year, Lorong Koo Chye Sheng Hong Temple 
Association disburses financial aid to support the less 
privileged in their education journey. in 2018, this temple 
tradition reached new heights when the Association 
established a study award with SUSS to finance the PhD 
studies of a gerontology student. 

“As a Taoist temple, we practise the Taoist spirit of 
philanthropy and universal love, incorporating this into our 
everyday operations. We believe that deities exist to help 
those in need, so it has always been one of our missions to 
contribute towards community welfare and education,” said 
mr Ling Kin Huat, first vice Chairman of the Association. 

The study award adds to the Association’s ongoing 
community service efforts, which are in part delivered by its 
affiliates such as Society of Sheng Hong Welfare Services, 
and Wu Dang Sheng Hong Health Preservation Centre.

The temple association supports those in need through ongoing 

community initiatives. Here, mr Ling Kin Huat (right) and education 

minister mr ong ye Kung are pictured at an angbao presentation event.  

PHoTo: Lorong Koo CHye SHeng Hong TemPLe ASSoCiATion

lorong 
Koo Chye 

Sheng hong 
Temple 
AWArd $15,000

gift

Established in 2018 5
year study award 

1
PhD in Gerontology 
programme student



Mapletree has been 

supporting SUSS 

students with study 

grants since 2016.   
Photo: MaPletree
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More Pathways, 
More Possibilities

as a leading real estate development, investment, capital and property 
management company in Singapore, Mapletree strives to incorporate 
sustainable practices and generate positive outcomes in the communities where 
it operates. through its Shaping & Sharing corporate Social responsibility (cSr) 
framework, the company focuses on four key pillars, with education being one 
of them.

in 2016, the company gifted $500,000 to SUSS to establish the Mapletree 
Study grants to provide financial support to deserving applicants. to date, it 
has touched the lives and enabled the learning journey of close to 300 students.

“We believe that SUSS offers a compelling proposition to those who wish to 
pursue tertiary education, especially on a part-time work-and-study basis. By 
supporting SUSS and its students, we are also helping to build a strong talent 
pipeline for Mapletree and the wider real estate investment industry,” said 
group chief corporate officer Mr Wan Kwong Weng.

MaPletree study Grant

$500,000
gift

Established in 2016 Up to 120 study grants 
awarded each year

“  underpinned by our belief that everyone should have 
the opportunity to excel and improve their learning 
pathways regardless of their circumstances, education 
is one of the four key pillars of Mapletree’s Csr 
framework. as a home-grown company, we want to 
encourage more people to reach their full potential.” 

  Mr Wan KWong Weng, groUP chief corPorate officer, MaPletree

the Mapletree 

Study grant 

supports students 

in need of financial 

assistance.
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A Community, 
ConneCted

Singapore leong Khay Huay Kuan traces its roots back to 
1939, when the clan association was founded to provide 
much-needed support to early immigrants from leong 
Khay. once a county in china’s fujian province, leong Khay 
was merged with another county, long cheng, in 1963 to 
form today’s long Hai. 

the association, which celebrates its 80th anniversary in 
2019, aims to preserve the chinese language and culture, 
and promote education and social welfare, said chairman 
Mr Ko oen tjiang. in 2013, the Singapore leong Khay 
Huay Kuan education trust was established to manage the 
association’s philanthropic efforts. it is headed by Ms chen 
teck Shing. 

“there is a chinese saying: 十年树木 百年树人. translated, 
this means that it takes 10 years to cultivate a tree but 
100 years to cultivate people. We believe in the long-term 
investment in people and education, which is why the 
education trust was founded on a 100-year basis,” explained 
Ms chen. 

through the awards, Mr Ko hopes that the younger 
generation will come to learn about the association, what 
it does, and why staying connected to our roots is so 
important. 

“We organise events to engage them and invite them to 
participate in our meetings so that we can better understand 
the needs and perspectives of students today. We hope 
that our award recipients will develop a strong sense of 
community and give back by paying it forward.” 

SingApore 
Leong KhAy 
huAy KuAn 

BurSAry 
$54,000

gift to date

Established in 2018 6 recipients each 
year

Mr Ko oen tjiang 

(right) and Ms chen 

teck Shing spearhead 

Singapore leong Khay 

Huay Kuan’s 

philanthropic efforts. 

“  our clan association was established to support the welfare 
of early immigrants to Singapore. education has always 
been an important part of this. in the 1940s, our forefathers 
set up Leong Khay School as a place of learning. now, we are 
continuing this legacy by supporting students, regardless of 
race or dialect group, with financial aid.” 

  Mr Ko oen tjiang, cHairMan of Singapore leong KHay HUay KUan
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“  The Tamil language serves as an important conduit 
to our community’s culture and values. Its use, 
promotion and development ensures that it remains 
as a living language in Singapore. Supporting this 
award underscores our commitment to nurturing 
the younger generation and providing them with 
opportunities to enhance their Tamil language 
capabilities.” 

 Mr r. rajaraM, chairMan, taMil langUage coUncil

“  We hope to encourage more Tamil teachers to 
take up degree courses specialising in the Tamil 
language, as we see an increasing need for such 
teachers. We also hope that more local 
educators will develop an interest in this area of 
teaching.” 

  Dr t. chanDroo, chairMan anD ceo, MoDern MonteSSori 
international

“  Through this award, we seek to not only support 
the Tamil teaching community in Singapore, but 
also to encourage greater interest in the 
language. While we only confer one award each 
year, we applaud all students for completing the 
programme, whether out of professional or 
personal interest.” 

 Mr S SaMikannU, preSiDent, Singapore taMil teacherS’ Union

UnITed by  
a Shared VISIon

SUSS is the only local university that offers an undergraduate programme that leads 
to a Bachelor of arts in tamil language and literature degree. Shortly after the 
programme was introduced in 2005 as an upgrading opportunity for non-graduate 
tamil language teachers and tamil language enthusiasts to pursue a degree, it 
attracted the support of three related organisations. 

tamil language council, Modern Montessori international, and the Singapore tamil 
teachers’ Union collectively presented a gift to the university to recognise and reward 
the top three students of each graduating cohort. 

“Bilingual learning and bi-cultural exposure is especially important for our young. the 
active promotion of our Mother tongue helps shape Singapore’s national identity as a 
vibrant, multicultural society,” said Mr r. rajaram, chairman, tamil language council. 

he adds that it is the council’s aspiration that the award recipients would give back 
by contributing to, and enriching, the tamil language environment in Singapore — a 
keen hope that is shared by Modern Montessori international and the Singapore tamil 
teachers’ Union as well.

SUpporTIng TamIl langUage learnerS

$60,000
Close to $60,000 gift 

to date

Established in 2009 Three awards every year 
•  Tamil Language Council 

gold award

•  Modern Montessori 
Silver award

•  Singapore Tamil 
Teachers’ Union bronze 
award

SUSS is grateful for gifts 

that support our mature 

students in their lifelong 

learning journey.



Dr Rosemary Khoo 

chose to remember 

her late husband by 

establishing an award 

in his name
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“  Creating an award in my late husband’s name is a wonderful 
way of perpetuating his memory. I feel a tremendous surge 
of joy each time I meet award recipients who express their 
appreciation and ask me about him.” 

  DR ROSEMARY KHOO

EVENING IN AUTUMN 
In the shimmering translucent waters
one beholds a double beauty
of landscape reflected in the soft light 
of the darkening sky;
mallard ducks swim quietly
at the water’s edge as if to preserve 
the sanctity of the day’s demise
as it surrenders its last warmth 
to the wintry chill.

Hardly a ripple is seen
except when a small boat sails across;
along the beach are parked
colourful rows of boats, 
engines of the day’s exciting lifestyles,
now quiescent, in earned respite. 

A pair of young lovers
sit silent on a bench
as I wander alone, my eye trailing 
the shadows of valleys and hills 
as the setting sun dabs its brush 
over the lakeland 
imbuing incremental loneliness 
with aspect and depth.

And in the parting of the leaves, 
A single drop of rain fell on my cheek.
I remember happy times, 
my mind serene in dual reflection
of these crystal waters;
which the deer panteth after, 
where my beloved has been given rest. 
I hear a refrain from The Ugly Duckling
and I look into the mirror of time. 

In the furrowed waters 
of the paddling ducks 
I see a partly sunlit face against the sky
doubly rippled, deeply patterned, 
a full season’s coming of age,
and I recognise myself.
He always said he loved old things.

I smiled and understand why. 

This poem was written by Dr Rosemary Khoo on the 

20th death anniversary of Mr Vincent Khoo

THE GIFT OF 
REMEMBRANCE 

Mr Vincent Khoo was just 57 years of age when he passed 
away from a heart attack. The sudden loss of her husband 
was nothing less than traumatic for Dr Rosemary Khoo, who 
searched for a way to preserve his memory. She chose to 
establish the Vincent Khoo Kah Tat Award, which has been 
handed out annually to the top three SUSS Communication 
Studies students since 2007. 

“Vincent was an excellent educator and communicator 
all his life. He was an inimitable mimic and, in the 1960s, 
was dubbed the ‘Hans Christian Andersen of Singapore’ 
when he performed in a show at the Capitol Theatre. We 
met as young teachers at Outram Secondary School 
before he moved on to manage and conduct programmes 
at the Singapore Institute of Management. It is fitting to 
commemorate his memory in education, especially in the 
field of communications. Vincent would surely resonate with 
the SUSS philosophy that we should continue learning all 
our life and use it in the service of society. I’m sure he would 
be very happy to know that the values he embodied in his 
life live on,” she said.

Mr Vincent Khoo 

(pictured) was a 

gentle and generous 

man who believed in 

the importance of 

education.   

PHOTO: DR ROSEMARY 

KHOO

VINCENT KHOO KAH TAT AWARD

$20,000
gift

Established in 2007 Convocation 
awards for the top 3 

Communication Studies 
students each year 
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Choo YonG GuAn
46  |  class of 2016
Master of community leadership and Social Development

ShARon lee
48  |  class of 2018
Master of arts in applied linguistics

nuR Binte RiduAn
31  |  class of 2017
Bachelor of early childhood education with Management

“i have benefited tremendously from a 

holistic education at SUSS. through the 

training provided by the university’s dedicated 

instructors, i acquired and learnt to apply life 

skills with dexterity. i was also encouraged to 

do volunteer work and to develop empathy for 

the less privileged in our community. 

as an alumnus now, i continue to feel a strong 

sense of belonging to my alma mater. My 

decision to make a gift to SUSS came from a 

desire to give back; to show my appreciation 

for all that i have received, which included a 

scholarship award that covered 80% of my 

course fees. i hope that all SUSS graduates, 

past, present and future, will carry the SUSS 

flag high and readily step forward to serve our 

community and country.”

“When i did my first degree, education was a 

means to an end. the degree was a passport 

to a good job and a secure future. However, 

when i came to SUSS, education was a pursuit 

of my personal interest. i soon discovered 

that education can also be liberating and 

empowering. at SUSS, i was exposed to 

different worldviews and trained to view 

things from different perspectives. as i 

developed the ability to assess situations with 

a critical eye instead of accepting everything 

at face value, i found myself becoming more 

confident and willing to express my views. 

after benefiting from an SUSS education, i 

hope others will be able to enjoy the same 

enriching learning experience. My gift to the 

university is an expression of that hope and a 

token of my heartfelt appreciation.”

“Being a recipient of financial assistance 

during my undergraduate days, i understand 

the importance and value of having such 

support. the award that i received covered 

my course fees in its entirety. even though 

my gift to the university is a fraction of what 

i had received, i believe it could really mean 

something to those who need it. 

to me, education is a lifelong journey. from 

the young children whom i teach to my fellow 

adult classmates at SUSS, i have experienced 

the change that education can make in 

people’s lives. i hope that my juniors and 

future SUSS students will always be able to 

persevere, no matter their circumstances, 

and reap the benefits of a good education 

in shaping their lives and achieving their 

aspirations.”

Our students have walked through 
our doors, experienced our brand of 
inclusive education, and benefited 
from it. 

Now, as alumni, many of them are 
helping to keep that door open for 
others. 

Alumni donors make up a significant 
part of our community of donors and 
we are grateful for their support. 
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We are deeply grateful for the generosity 
of those who have supported us. 

Every contribution counts. Thank you for 
making a lasting impact on our students 
and society. 

a

ameerali abdeali 
ann elizabeth Wee

B

Ban Song long
Bowman William Sefton

c

cham tao Soon
chan Wen Siang
charles letts
cheong Hee Kiat
cheung Shing tai
chew Kwee Hoe leslie Sc
chew ngee Seng
chia chee Keong
chia Miu leng ivy
chin Sze Heong vincent
chng Bee ai Jodie
choi Kam Heng
chong cheh Hoon eliza
choo yong guan
chua choon Hock
chua Kian Siong

D

Deby Sarojiuy Krishnan
Devendran Selvarajoo thevar 

g

gunasekar nayagam

H

Heng tze Wee
Ho Josephine
Hsieh fu Hua

J

Janna-vale Joethy
Judith evelyn Jyothi prakash

K

K tharmaratnam
Kaisavapany S/o Krishnasamy
Kang Hwee Hoon Judy
Kew yit Mian
Khalijah Masud
Khoo rosemary
Koh ah Seng

Koh li Hia vivien
Kumar K ramakrishna

l

laura tham Schmidt
lee fook Hang
lee Jin Kian nicholas 
lee poh choo
lee Sui yi Sharon
lee Wah cheong
leong yee Hong
lim Bock Seng
lim Jim Koon
lim Shirley 
lim Siang Hoe Benny
lim Sirene 
lim teck poh
lim yun chun
liow yung Ming
liu Shaw cheng
lo geok lim Sam
loh Heng Meng patrick
loke Kian Siong
loke Wai ngoh Sandra
lu Soo ai theresa

M

Marimuthu gurunathan
Mohan veloo

n

ng Boon Huat
ng Boon ping eric
ng Hsien feng
nithianandum S/o Katherayson 
ramakrisna 
nur Binte riduan

o

ong Boon Kwee
ong choon cheng
ong Woon pheng

p

periowsamy otharam
png Si ying
poh Zixuan
ponnaya ganesan 
prem Kumar c/o chhajoo ram

r

r theyvendran pBM
ramasamy Dhinakaran
rappa antonio leopold
reddi Kotha
renugadevi Kuppusamy

S

S vasoo
Seet ah Hoi Karen
Shaik aziz Shaik Mohideen
Shih yvonne
Soh Kee teck 
Soh Sin choon
Sum chee chuong
Sumitra Shantakumar White
Surendran Sathiamurthi
Suwardy themin
Swee lai Heng

t

tan chih-Sien Kenneth
tan esther
tan Kim lwi agnes
tan lee Siang
tan ngoh tiong
tan Soo Jin
tan Wei tong
tay Jenny 
teo chin guan Joseph
teo Soon chye anthony
teoh teik toe
tham ai yong Margaret
tsui Kai chong

v

vijayan Kandaiah cumaraswamy
vivakanandan Sinniah
voo Hazel

W

Wee Sau ling 
Wee yoke thong
Wong Brian Stephen
Wong Siu Mun

X

Xu li

acca Singapore pte ltd
angkasa Kargo pte ltd 
arcadis pte ltd
ascendas land (Singapore) pte ltd 
asia philanthropy circle ltd
Baey Kim Swee & co pte ltd 
BDo tax advisory pte ltd
Binjaitree 
Biosynergy packaging pte ltd
Building & construction authority
caia association Singapore office limited 
cengage learning asia pte ltd
cfa Society Singapore
cgS-ciMB Securities (Singapore) pte ltd
chou Sing chu foundation
ciMa Singapore pte ltd
cortina Watch pte ltd
cpa australia ltd
Deloitte & touche llp
eM Services pte ltd
executor and trustee of the estate of irene tan liang Kheng
executors of the estate of Wong lan eng
family of the late Justice choor Singh
financial planning association of Singapore
frank tan research associates
gerontological Society
gic pte ltd
golden village Multiplex pte ltd
Harvard Singapore foundation 
Hill & Knowlton (Sea) pte ltd
Human capital (Singapore) pte ltd
info-communications Development authority
institute of Materials (e. asia)
institute of Singapore chartered accountants
international facility Management association (Singapore chapter)
Jada art gallery pte ltd 
Jones lang laSalle property consultants pte ltd
Kwan im thong Hood cho temple
lee foundation
lembaga Biasiswa Kenangan Maulud
lHl international pte ltd
lorong Koo chye Sheng Hong temple association
Mapletree investments pte ltd
Marketing asia Society

Mcgraw-Hill education (asia) pte ltd
Modern Montessori international pte ltd
My World preschool ltd
national council of Social Service
ncS pte ltd
nexia tS pte ltd
ntUc first campus co-operative limited
ntUc income
oracle corporation Singapore pte ltd
oSeS partners pte ltd
pico art international pte ltd
pKf-cap llp
plymouth international pte ltd
raffles Quay asset Management pte ltd
rose Marie Khoo foundation 
rSM chio lim llp
Sage publications asia-pacific pte ltd
SaS institute pte ltd
Serangoon Broadway pte ltd
Sift analytics group pte ltd
Singapore institute of Management pte ltd
Singapore institute of Surveyors & valuers
Singapore leong Khay Huay Kuan 
Singapore logistics association
Singapore press Holdings limited
Singapore tamil teachers’ Union
Singex Holdings pte ltd 
Society of project Managers
Spirit of enterprise
Sri vinayaka exports pte ltd
St engineering aerospace ltd
St engineering electronics ltd
Synergy financial advisers pte ltd
tableau asia pacific pte ltd
taipei Business association in Singapore
tamil language council
taylor & francis asia pacific
the community foundation of Singapore
the institution of engineers, Singapore
the ngee ann Kongsi
the Write connection pte ltd
times publishing limited
tulsi ong trust
yangzheng foundation

SUSS was formerly SiM University and 
donations to SiM University have been included 
here. if there are inaccuracies in this list, please 
allow us to apologise and rectify our records by 
contacting us at gift@suss.edu.sg.
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Give a Gift with a Difference.

annual Gifts 
annual gifts, regardless of the amount, are an important source 
of funds that is used to advance education at SUSS. you can 
choose to give monthly or annually via giro or credit card. 

commencement class Gifts
commencement class gifts are a great way for graduating 
students to mark the beginning of your lifelong relationship 
with SUSS. these gifts help alleviate the financial burden of 
your juniors and can go a long way in ensuring that students 
benefit from a holistic educational experience at SUSS – just 
as you did. 

celebratory Gifts 
consider dedicating your major celebration, be it a birthday, 
wedding, or anniversary, to effecting change in the community. 
By naming SUSS as the beneficiary of your celebrations, you 
can help deserving students to make a lasting impact in the 
social sector.   

major Gifts
a Major gift is a deep personal commitment from an individual 
like you who is deeply engaged and connected with SUSS and 
our mission of providing lifelong education and equipping 
learners to serve society. 

honorary Gifts
Honorary gifts are a meaningful way to pay tribute to a living 
person. By acknowledging someone who has touched your life 
or celebrating their achievements, you are creating a special 
legacy in their name. 

in memoriam Gifts
in Memoriam gifts are a wonderful way to pay respect to, and 
honour, someone whose accomplishments or contributions 
have touched your life. By creating an award or grant in their 
name, you are ensuring that their legacy lives on. 

PlanneD Gifts 
through planned gifts, you can pledge your properties, savings, 
central provident funds, securities or life insurance policies 
to SUSS by designating the university as a beneficiary in your 
will. contact us for more information on how to make a lasting 
impact on the lives of future generations.

“  i alone cannot change the world. but 
i can cast a stone across the waters 
to create many ripples.”

 ~ Mother teresa 

start your own ripple. contact us.

AdvAncement Office

Singapore UniverSity of Social ScienceS

463 clementi road

Block c, level 6

Singapore 599494

 

t 6240 8888

e gift@suss.edu.sg

w suss.edu.sg/giving

Donations to SUSS are entitled to 250% tax deduction 
and a government matching grant of 1:3 for endowed 
donations or 1:1 for expendable donations.



c a u s e  •  e f f e c t

Singapore UniverSity of Social ScienceS  •  463 clementi Road singapore 599494   www.suss.edu.sg
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